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2. A NORMATIVE GAP IN COPYRIGHT LAWMAKING? 

2. A normative gap in copyright lawmaking? 
 

 

2.1. Introduction 

As stated by the CJEU, Article 114 TFEU allows for the consideration of other 
goals, so long as internal market objectives remain central to harmonizing 
measures. However, in the field of copyright, it is unclear which ancillary goals the 
legislature can legitimately pursue, and which content should copyright legislation 
have as a result of such goals. 

This chapter sets the groundwork for addressing that question. The objective 
here is to demonstrate that the EU legislator has had a considerable amount of 
discretion to choose which goals to pursue due to the functional character of Article 
114 TFEU, goals which will then reflect upon the substantive provisions of a 
measure. Accordingly, the chapter identifies the actual underlying goals of EU 
copyright legislation. By mapping those goals, it is possible to discuss whether a 
normative gap exists in the context of copyright lawmaking. That assessment will 
be done at the end of the chapter.  

The next section (2.2.) describes the specific methodology employed to extract 
the objectives or goals of past legislative activity. Following that methodology, 
three main categories of goals are defined. The first are Treaty-related objectives 
(2.3.), which include policy goals that are, at least to a certain degree, 
accommodated by the Treaties: the establishment and functioning of the internal 
market (2.3.1.) and the fostering of culture (2.3.2.). The second category is the 
protection of a specific interest and is divided into four different types of interests 
that the EU copyright legislation has aimed at protecting: those of authors and 
performers (2.4.1.); of content industries (2.4.2.); of intermediaries (2.4.3.); and of 
end users (2.4.4.). The third category is the compliance with the international 
framework (2.5.). The last section (2.6.) draws conclusions from the goal-mapping 
of the previous sections. 
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2. A NORMATIVE GAP IN COPYRIGHT LAWMAKING? 

2.2. Specific methodology 

In order to determine the goals of legislative activity in copyright, this chapter 
employs a content analysis technique.  I therefore proceeded to the sampling of data, 
which entailed a selection of the documents from which the goals of the EU 
legislator could be inferred. This includes, first, all directives in the field of 
copyright. In particular, because the objective of a legislative act is usually deduced 
from its preamble,101 the subsequent survey focused on the directives’ recitals rather 
than on their substantive provisions, without detriment to occasional references to 
specific articles where relevant. The legislative history of directives - i.e., the 
explanatory memoranda in the initial proposals and the ensuing amended proposals 
- is the second element of the selected data. In this connection, it should be noted 
that each of the directives has been generated due to and in the framework of a 
certain background, which includes social, political or economic reasons that 
existed at a certain moment in time. Therefore, where a directive has a more recent 
codified version – as in the case of the Computer Programs Directive, the Rental 
and Lending Rights Directive and the Term of Protection Directive - references will 
still be made to the original directive and its legislative history. Since the aim of the 
chapter is to reach fact-based findings, I isolated the data collected from legislative 
documents from secondary sources such as doctrinal opinions. Several 
commentators have written about the directives’ aims, but the analysis carried out 
here will not be based on doctrine, although I will make sporadic references to 
doctrinal views where relevant. 

After the selection of data, I proceeded to read systematically the directives, 
explanatory memoranda in the initial proposals and amended proposals, with the 
aim of identifying patterns – in this case, recurrent goals of legislative activity. I 
identified both surface patterns and structural patterns.102 The surface patterns 
amount to expressly stated goals of legislative activity – such as, for example, 
express declarations that the objective of the legislative measure is the 
establishment of the internal market. Structural patterns amount to latent content 
that is conveyed by the data – e.g., where a document states that a directive grants 
exclusive rights to authors, I interpret that statement as the directive having as a 
goal the protection of authors.   
 The classification of objectives and categories of objectives was made 
inductively: after reading the documents and performing the pattern-finding, I 
categorized those patterns by resorting to clustering. I aggregated the data extracted 
from the materials under the following specific objectives: establishing of an 
internal market; fostering culture; protection of authors and/or performers; 
protection of content industries; protection of intermediaries; protection of end 

101 St Clair Bradley 2011 at 91. 
102 Surface patterns and structural patterns are also known as manifest or latent content respectively - see 

Berg 2007 at 308-309. 
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2. A NORMATIVE GAP IN COPYRIGHT LAWMAKING? 

users; compliance with the international framework. From these objectives, I 
created broader categories: Treaty-related objectives (which include the 
establishment of an internal market and fostering culture); protection of a specific 
interest (aggregating the protection of authors and/or performers, content industries, 
intermediaries and end users); and compliance with the international framework 
(comprising one single element with the same name). 

 Other important considerations were not outlined as objectives in this typology, 
even though it is admitted that they play a role in copyright lawmaking. This is the 
case of competition concerns. This is because it was considered here that 
competition aims are not actually sought by copyright legislation in a direct fashion; 
rather, several other goals address competition issues – for example, the 
establishment of an internal market is incompatible with certain practices prohibited 
by competition rules, such as concerted practices affecting trade;103 or the protection 
of users’ interests is at odds with some situations that amount to an abuse of 
dominant position.104  

The classification of objectives as performed above entails however certain 
methodological challenges, which had to be addressed. First, several goals overlap 
in some cases. For example, a measure directed at building an internal market for 
creative content might also be beneficial to creative industries, as it facilitates cross-
border trade of such content and consequently fosters industry’s growth and 
development. Similarly, the goal of fostering culture can be achieved by protecting 
certain culture-oriented bodies, such as museums and public libraries, which, to a 
certain extent, are also intermediaries in the sense that they carry content from the 
right holders to the end users. As a result, where a measure pursues more than one 
goal, all of them will be factored in.  

Second, many directives have umbrella concepts that account for a few different 
(and sometimes opposing) interests. It is the case, notably, of the notion of “right 
holder”, which often can refer to individual creators as well as to content industries. 
The use of these umbrella concepts will be taken into account in relation to all 
protected interests involved. So, for instance, where a directive refers to the 
protection of right holders, this reference will be figured in as one which relates to 
both content industries and authors/performers. 

Third, some actors whose interests are protected belong to more than one 
category – broadcasters, in particular, are intermediaries, but they also hold rights 
vis-à-vis their broadcasts, which makes them neighbouring rights owners as well. In 
those cases, only references to the protection of their function as intermediaries will 
be taken into account. The goal of protecting a specific interest is defined from a 
functionalist point of view, rather than counting in references to the name of 
specific actors.  

103 See Article 101 TFEU. 
104 See for example Article 102 TFEU (b), prohibiting the limitation of production, markets or technical 

development to the prejudice of consumers. 
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2. A NORMATIVE GAP IN COPYRIGHT LAWMAKING? 

Each of the subchapters corresponding to a category of objectives or policy goals 
will provide evidence of where a particular objective is found in the legislative 
history of EU copyright, quoting the respective source where justified, and 
interpreting such quotations where necessary. The summary table below shows 
where the policy goals are found per directive, proposal and amended proposal, and 
constitutes the basis for the analysis carried out in this chapter.  
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CATEGORIES 
OF 

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES 
(SPECIFIC)

Computer programs 
(1991)

Rental & Lending 
(1992)

Satellite & Cable 
(1993)

Term of 
protection 

(1993)

Databases 
(1996)

Infosoc (2001)
Resale 
right 

(2001)

Orphan 
works 
(2012)

D Recital 4, 5 Recital 1,2,3 Recital 1-3, 5,14,33
Recital 

2,9,17,18,25
Recital 2,3,4

Recital 3,6,7, 
31, 32, 47, 56

Recital 9, 
10, 11, 
12, 13, 

14, 15, 23

Recital 8, 
14, 25

AP

P
Part 1:1.4., 2.10, 

2.11.,5.4.
Part 

1:10,39,43,45,46
Part 1:5,7

Part 1:26-
28,33,38-
41,45,56

 Part 
1:2.2.5.;2.2.1

1.; 7.1.2-
7.1.5.

Intro (1); Ch 
2(2); Ch 

3.I(13), II(7), 
III(5)

I.8; 
IV.A.2; 
IV.A.3; 

IV.A.18; 
IV.C.7

Recital 3

D Recital 5
Recital 4,11, 

12, 14, 22, 34, 
40

Recital 
7,18

Recital 
1,3,5,9,11
,15,16, 20-

23

AP
Recital 10ter 
(14 in D); 14 
bis (22 in D)

P Part 1:7,8,9,39 Ch 2(2),(3) 1

D Recital 20, 24
Recital 

4,7,8,9,11,15,18
Recital 5,20, 24,25,

Recital 5, 10, 
11

Recital 
18,26,27, 30, 

31, 33

Recital 9, 10, 
11, 23, 35, 44, 

47, 48, 59

Recital 3, 
4, 22, 29, 

30

Recital 
11,12,13, 
14, 15, 16-

20

AP Pg 2 (d)
Pg 4 recital 19;pg 8-9, 
Art 3(2);pg 9 Art 4(1)

Recital 9bis(11 
in D), 26

P
Part 1: 

7,8,9,10,39,43,45. 
Part 2: 3.1.1

Part 1: 4,33,35,36,54, 
57-60,62,64

Part 1: 49;60

Part 1: 
3.1.11; 

4.2.1.;4.2.6. 
Part 2:11.3.

Intro (1); Ch 
2(1)

I.2, I.3, 
I.4; 

V.3;V.8;V
.15;V.17

D Recital 2,3,6,24
Recital 

4,7,8,9,11,19
Recital 5,20,24,25,26 Recital 10, 11

Recital 
7,11,18,26, 
27, 30, 31, 

33,39-
44,48,56,57,5

8,49,50

Recital 4, 9, 
10, 35, 44, 47, 

48, 59

Recital 11-
20

AP Pg 2 (c)
Pg 4 recital 19;pg 8-9, 
Art 3(2);pg 9 Art 4(1)

Recital 26

P
Part 1:1.2., 1.3., 

1.4.,3.6., 5.4.

Part 
1:1,7,8,9,10,39,43

,45

Part 1:4,33,35,36,54, 
57-60,62,64

Part 
1:29,49,60

Part 1:1.2.; 
1.4.; 

2.1.3.;2.1.6.;2
.2.11.;3.2.8.; 

4.1.1.;4.2.1.;4
.2.6.;4.2.10.;5
.1.1.;7.1.5.Pa

rt 2: 11.3.

Intro (1); Ch2 
(1)

D Recital 10,28,33
Recital 4, 
26,27 33

Recital 
1,3,9, 11, 

15, 16, 
20, 21, 22

AP I.3.3.

P
Part 

1:33,40,42,54,58,62,64
1

D
Recital 17, 18, 21-

23,26
Recital 34,35, 

37,49,50

Recital 
33,38,39,51, 

52,57

Recitals 
1, 23

AP
Introduction of 
recitals pg 17-19

Pg 3 d) and 
e)

P Part 1:3.3.

Part 
1:5.3.2.;5.3.7. 

Part 2: 6.1.; 
6.2.;7.1.;8.5.

D Recital 15
AP

P

Intro (5); Ch 
2(10); Ch 

3.I(14), II (8), 
III(6), IV(5)

D=Directive; AP=Amended Proposal; P=Proposal (Explanatory memorandum, references made to paragraphs unless otherwise indicated); Ch=Chapter; Pg=Page

DIRECTIVES

Establishment of 
an internal 

market

Fostering culture 

Protect authors 
and/or 

performers

Protect content 
industries

Treaty 
related goals

Protect a 
specific 
interest

Compliance 
with 

international 
framework

Protect 
intermediaries

Protect end users

Compliance with 
international 
framework

 
   Table 2.1. 
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2.3. Treaty-related objectives 

Treaty-related objectives are the first category of goals of legislative activity. The 
first goal in this category, the establishment and functioning of the internal market 
(2.3.1.), is a general objective of the EU, which has a specific mandate to pursue 
it.105 The second goal analysed is fostering culture (2.3.2.). Although not mentioned 
as such in the Treaties, cultural aims are embedded therein in various forms: either 
as the general objective of the EU to respect cultural diversity106 or as a supporting 
competence of the EU.107 

2.3.1. ESTABLISHMENT AND FUNCTIONING OF THE INTERNAL MARKET 

Most of the directives give both as a main objective and legal basis the 
establishment and functioning of the internal market.108 All of the proposals for 
directives in the field of copyright emphasize the need to ensure a genuine internal 
market.109 This is linked to the fact that the establishment and functioning of the 
internal market has been set as an objective of the EU’s legislative activity in 
copyright from an early stage. The first Green Paper in the field (Green Paper on 
Copyright and the Challenge of Technology (1988)) referred specifically to market-
-making as a fundamental concern of the Community.110 

The rationale for this is that different national copyright laws hinder cross border 
trade. Due to those diverging national regimes, it can happen that the goods cannot 

105 See Article 3 paragraph 3 TEU, Article 26 paragraph 1 TFEU and Article 114 TFEU. See also infra, 
chapter 4. 

106 Article 3 paragraph 3 TEU. 
107 Articles 6 (c) and 167 TFEU. 
108 See Computer Programs Directive, Recitals 4 and 5; Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Recitals 1-

3; Satellite and Cable Directive, Recitals 1-3, 5, 14 and 33; Term of Protection Directive, Recitals 2, 
9, 17, 18 and 25; Database Directive, Recitals 2-4; Information Society Directive, Recitals 3, 6, 7, 31, 
32, 47 and 56; Resale Right Directive, Recitals 9-15 and 23; Orphan Works Directive, Recitals 8, 14 
and 25. The only directive not using the internal market as a legal basis is the Satellite and Cable 
Directive, which had only the freedom to provide services and the right of establishment as its 
express legal bases. However, this difference is not material, as the free movement of services is in 
any case part of the notion of internal market (cf. Article 26 paragraph 2 TFEU). 

109 See Explanatory Memoranda of the various directives: Computer Programs Proposal, Part 1, 
paragraphs 1.4., 2.10., 2.11., 5.4.; Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraphs 10, 39, 43, 
45, 46; Satellite and Cable Proposal, paragraphs 5, 7; Term of Protection Proposal, Part 1, paragraphs 
26-28, 33, 38-41, 45, 46; Database Proposal, Part 1, paragraphs 2.2.5., 2.2.11., 7.1.2.-7.1.5.; 
Information Society Proposal, Introduction(1), chapters 2(2), 3.I(13), 3.II(7), 3.III(5); Resale Right 
Proposal, sections I.8, IV.A.2., IV.A.3., IV.A.18., IV.C.7. ; Orphan Works Proposal, paragraph 1. 

110 See Green Paper, paragraph 1.3.2.: “[T]he Community must ensure the proper functioning of the 
internal market. To the maximum extent possible, creators and providers of copyright goods and 
services should be able to treat the Community as a single internal market. This requires the 
elimination of obstacles and legal differences that substantially disrupt the functioning of the market 
(…).” 
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2. A NORMATIVE GAP IN COPYRIGHT LAWMAKING? 

move freely across the EU – because, for example, differences in the scope of 
protection dictate that a good is protected in some countries but not in others-, 
which is at odds with the making of an internal market.  The building of an internal 
market as a goal of copyright legislation was also confirmed by the CJEU in a 
number of decisions, in relation to specific directives.111 

Details on how certain features of national legal regimes may partition the 
internal market can be found throughout the acquis, especially in the legislative 
proposals. These usually note how the specific aspects of national copyright 
regimes being harmonized are a hindrance to cross-border trade of copyright goods 
or services. This is the case, for example, with the definition of the reproduction 
right and respective exceptions, the relevance of which becomes “crucial” as the 
cross-border exploitation of works also increases;112 or of the harmonization of the 
renting and lending rights and certain related rights, which was deemed “necessary 
in order to proceed to the elimination of trade barriers created by differences in 
protection.”113 

The establishment and functioning of the internal market as a policy goal rests 
on several premises. First, it legitimizes the EU legislator to intervene in order to 
prevent the Member States from adopting different legal approaches to the same 
subject. In other words, the objective of having an internal market for copyright 
goods and services includes so-called “preventive harmonization”, which entails 
putting harmonized legislation in place before the Member States have the 
opportunity to enact national laws on a particular matter. A case in point is the 
protection of technological measures and digital rights management, harmonized by 
the Information Society Directive. In both cases, it was recognized that no material 
disparities between national laws really existed.114 Still, harmonizing measures were 
needed, probably because it was foreseeable that Member States would start taking 
different approaches on the subject, in view of the new technological 
developments.115 

Second, the goal of having an operative internal market implies some 
differentiation among the matters that are supposed to be harmonized. The EU 
legislature has at times pointed out that different features of national copyright 
regimes impact differently on the internal market, hence calling for different 
degrees of harmonization. The Information Society Proposal makes the need for 

111 See, in relation to the Rental and Lending Rights Directive, case C-200/96 – Metronome Musik, at 
22, and case C-245/00 – SENA, at 4; in relation to the Term of Protection Directive, case C-240/07 – 
Sony v Falcon, at 23; and in relation to the Information Society Directive, case C-479/04 – 
Laserdisken, at 31-34. 

112 See Explanatory Memorandum to the Information Society Proposal, chapter 3.I.13.  
113 Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 39. 
114 See Explanatory Memorandum to the Information Society Proposal, chapter 3.III.3. 
115 See Information Society Directive, Recitals 47 and 56, both stating that it was necessary to “avoid 

fragmented legal approaches that could potentially hinder the functioning of the internal market.” See 
also Explanatory Memorandum to the Information Society Proposal, chapter 3.III.5. 
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differentiation patently clear in its comments to Article 5: after asserting that the 
harmonization of limitations and exceptions is “indispensable for the smooth 
functioning of the internal market” (paragraph 1), the Proposal clarifies that it is 
necessary to take a “differentiating approach” that will make the degree of 
harmonization of the exceptions “dependent on their impact on the smooth 
functioning of the internal market” (paragraph 2). This is the reason for the 
provision of both optional and mandatory exceptions, the latter being the ones that 
arguably have a greater impact on the internal market. The intention, then, was to 
preserve the balance between internal market needs and the principle of subsidiarity 
(paragraph 2). 116 

Third, and by the same token, having an internal market goal means that those 
aspects of national copyright laws which do not affect cross-border trade of goods 
and services, or that affect it only to a negligible extent, ought to be left aside. It 
was established from the beginning of the harmonization program that only those 
aspects capable of hindering the internal market should be targeted.117 Therefore, 
the EU legislator deliberately did not address certain aspects of national copyright 
law. This is expressly acknowledged, for instance, in the Explanatory Memorandum 
to Term of Protection Proposal, which specifically refers to rights not covered by it 
due to its marginal importance to the internal market: namely, the copyright of 
government departments or of the state, and the granting of a related right to 
publishers in certain cases (as in relation to posthumous works).118 

2.3.2. FOSTERING CULTURE 

There are several references to culture in the acquis. The language of such 
references is not uniform, but for the most part it can be said that they stand for a 
common objective of fostering EU culture: the Rental and Lending Rights Directive 
stresses the importance of copyright for the “Community’s economic and cultural 
development”;119 the Information Society Directive mentions in a few Recitals the 
need to promote, support and disseminate culture;120 the Resale Right Directive 

116 See Information Society Proposal, comments to Article 5. 
117 See Green Paper on Copyright and the Challenge of Technology (1988), paragraph 1.4.9.: “(…) 

Community legislation should be restricted to what is needed to carry out the tasks of the 
Community. Many issues of copyright law do not need to be subject of action at Community level.” 

118 See Explanatory Memorandum to the Term of Protection Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 56. Note 
however that Article 4 of the Term of Protection Directive, following an amendment by the European 
Parliament, ended up recognizing the right of the publisher of a previously unpublished work, who 
now benefits from a protection equivalent to the economic rights of the author for a period of 25 
years. 

119 Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Recital 5. 
120 Information Society Directive, Recitals 11 (“A rigorous and effective system for the protection of 

copyright and related rights is one of the main ways of ensuring that European cultural creativity and 
production receive the necessary resources (…)”), 12 (“Adequate protection of copyright works and 
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refers to “the process of internationalization of the Community market in modern 
and contemporary art;”121 and the Orphan Works Directive highlights the need for 
preservation, protection, promotion and dissemination of European cultural 
heritage.122 
 The aim of fostering culture as an objective or policy goal is apparent from the 
legislative history of the directives as well, namely from their explanatory 
memoranda. For instance, the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, when listing its 
main justifications, indicates the “strengthening of the position of European 
culture;”123 the Explanatory Memorandum to the Orphan Works Proposal mentions 
that the directive’s provisions will allow for the making available of orphan works 
online, “for cultural and educational purposes.”124 
 Apart from express references to cultural aims, it is also possible to identify the 
goal of fostering culture where the EU legislator seeks to protect certain culture-
disseminating bodies, such as public libraries, archives or museums. As the 
Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal puts it, the 
activity of public libraries has, by its very nature, a cultural dimension.125 The same 
argument can also be made in relation to archives and museums, which mainly 
perform a cultural public service. Therefore, it is arguable that norms directed at 
protecting this type of institutions aim at fostering culture as well. 

It is of course defensible that measures protecting other interests - chiefly, those 
of authors and performers – also play a role in fostering culture. In a way, this too is 
related to the overlapping of policy goals. However, the link between protecting 
authors and performers and fostering culture is weaker than in the case of culture-
oriented institutions. Measures that protect authors and performers may perhaps 
have a positive impact on cultural matters, but the latter is not necessarily their 
main or direct goal. Authors and performers are at the very centre of copyright and 
related rights respectively. While it is possible to adopt a utilitarian view of their 
protection, it is also true that natural rights theories, which place the emphasis on 
the protection of the individual authors, are material to many copyright legislations. 
As a result, authors and performers enjoy a positive protection, in that they are 
granted a cluster of exclusive rights.  

subject-matter of related rights is also of great importance from a cultural standpoint”), 14 (“This 
Directive should seek to promote learning and culture (…)”), and 22 (“The objective of proper 
support for the dissemination of culture must not be achieved by sacrificing strict protection of rights 
(…)”). 

121 Resale Right Directive, Recital 7. 
122 Orphan Works Directive, Recitals 1, 5, 20 and 22. 
123 See Section “Effect on competitiveness and employment”, Rental and Lending Rights Proposal page 

71. The same reference is found in the Satellite and Cable Proposal, page 63, even though such 
reference never made it to the final version of the Satellite and Cable Directive. 

124 Explanatory Memorandum to the Orphan Works Proposal, paragraph 1. 
125 Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 44. See also 

in the same Proposal the comments to Article 4, where it is stated that “the availability and 
accessibility of, for example, books in public libraries, must be guaranteed for cultural reasons.” 
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2. A NORMATIVE GAP IN COPYRIGHT LAWMAKING? 

Nevertheless, as mentioned in section 2.2. above, should a measure consider 
both goals equally, that data is duly noted and inserted in Table 2.1. The 
Information Society Proposal provides an example: its Explanatory Memorandum 
emphasizes that lack of protection could make right holders “hesitant to authorize 
the exploitation of their material online,” which would presumably have a negative 
impact on the cultural goods available, or at least, as the Proposal phrases it, on the 
“healthy development of the Information Society in Europe.”126 

In relation to the protection of libraries, archives, museums and the like as a tool 
to foster culture, there are a few examples in the acquis. It is the case, for instance, 
of the Orphan Works Directive, which lays down an exception to the exclusive 
rights that permits certain culture-oriented organizations to reproduce and make 
available orphan works in the context of their public interest missions.127The 
Directive also aims at making it easier for such organizations to perform the 
mandatory search for right holders, which must be done before a work can acquire 
the orphan work status.128 Moreover, the Directive allows those institutions to 
benefit from certain commercial advantages with a view to fostering digitisation.129  

The Information Society Directive is another example. It allows Member States 
to provide for exceptions or limitations to the exclusive rights that benefit certain 
categories of culture-related institutions, such as libraries and archives.130 Recital 40 
further mandates that contracts be promoted that favour publicly accessible libraries 
and equivalent institutions.  

The Rental and Lending Rights Directive, in its Article 5, also contains a 
derogation from the exclusive public lending right (provided that at least authors 
receive a remuneration);131 and even “certain categories of establishments” might be 
exempted from paying the remuneration.132 The Rental and Lending Rights 
Proposal makes it clear that this derogation from the lending right is intended to 
benefit public libraries, which perform a cultural role.133 

Similarly, the Resale Right Directive reduces the scope of the resale right so as 
to “not extend to acts of resale by persons acting in their private capacity to 
museums which are not for profit and which are open to the public.”134 This 
facilitates the acquisition of works of art by museums, which, as mentioned, fulfil a 
cultural function. 
 There is a particular variation of the goal of fostering culture, which is expressed 
as the need to protect cultural diversity. This is seen specifically in the Rental and 

126 Explanatory Memorandum to the Information Society Proposal, chapter 2.2. 
127 Orphan Works Directive Recital 20 and Article 6. 
128 Orphan Works Directive, Recitals 3, 15 and 16. 
129 Orphan Works Directive, Recitals 21 and 22. 
130 Information Society Directive, Recital 34. 
131 See Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Article 5, paragraphs 1 and 2. 
132 Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Article 5, paragraph 3. 
133 See comments to Article 4 in the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal. 
134 Resale Right Directive, Recital 18. 
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Lending Rights Proposal, where it is explained that, by protecting the investment in 
creation, producers will be likely to invest in less known artists, thereby 
contributing to the “increasingly threatened diversity of culture.”135 The same 
Proposal expresses concerns about the “variety of supply of cultural goods and 
services.”136 It establishes that measures relating to public lending “are a necessary 
means to maintain and support European culture in its variety”137 and advocates that 
“the variety of European culture is not only deserving of protection, but it is also in 
need of a high level of protection for the maintenance of its identity.”138 
 Finally, adding to the specific goal of protecting cultural diversity, another 
cultural dimension shows up in the acquis, which is the obligation of the EU to take 
cultural aspects into account according to the previous Article 151 paragraph 4 EC 
Treaty (now Article 167 paragraph 4 TFEU). This duty is expressly referred to in 
Recital 12 of the Information Society Directive and in Recital 5 of the Resale Right 
Directive. The obligation to take cultural aspects into account seems to be 
connected to the goal of fostering culture– for example, in the Information Society 
Directive the requirement to take cultural aspects into account comes after the 
affirmation that the adequate protection of copyright is of great importance from a 
cultural standpoint, in the same Recital 12. An argument could therefore be made 
that the obligation to take cultural aspects into account is used in support of the goal 
of fostering culture.  

2.4. Protection of a specific interest 

Copyright legislation has often sought to meet specific interests.139 The analysis of 
the directives and their background shows that there are four different types of 
special interests that the EU copyright legislation has regularly aimed at protecting: 
those of authors and performers (2.4.1.); of content industries (2.4.2.); of 
intermediaries (2.4.3.); and of end users (2.4.4.).  

The classification of the different interests was made based on references found 
throughout the acquis following the methodology explained in section 2.2., but it is 
also supported by well-established, known concepts of the relevant stakeholders in 
the field of copyright. Authors and performers are the creators, that is, the 
individuals who are the original source of a creative outcome or activity. The 
content industries, as the name indicates, are businesses or enterprises that provide 

135 Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 7. 
136 Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 8. 
137 Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 9. 
138 Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 39. 
139 Also sharing this view, Van Eechoud 2007 at 116 and Dreier 2010 at 51. See Cohen Jehoram 2001 at 

539, holding that the Commission did not act exclusively to promote free movement. On a similar 
account, noting in addition the intense lobbying by different interest groups in the context of the 
debate over the Information Society Directive, see Seville 2009 at 50. 
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content. They are frequently named cultural or creative industries, as they play an 
ancillary role in the creative process.140 They might not always participate in the 
creation act itself, but they contribute to the final creative result in some way, 
usually financially. Examples include record companies, publishers, database 
companies or producers. Conversely, intermediaries do not participate in the 
elaboration of content, but rather convey the copyright content from the right holder 
to the end user – these include, for instance, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), 
broadcasting organizations or cable operators. The fourth interest that the EU 
legislator has at times sought to protect is that of end users. Here, the term is 
employed to designate the individual who is at the other extreme of the creation 
process. End users are thus the individual persons who utilize or consume copyright 
works.  

2.4.1. AUTHORS AND PERFORMERS 

The protection of the interests of authors and performers has always been one of the 
primary goals of the EU legislator. The meaning of authors and performers in this 
context amounts to the concept of “individual.” Authors or performers are therefore 
to be understood here as the natural persons who ultimately create or perform. They 
are the original source of a creative outcome or activity. It follows that the notion of 
author and performer used here is independent of legal questions of initial 
authorship and ownership of rights.141 
 The acquis contains various references to the general need of protecting creators, 
authors and/or performers,142 although the use of the umbrella terms “right holder” 

140 According to Hartley, the meaning of “creative industries” varies geographically, but in general it can 
be said that it “combines – but then radically transforms – two older terms: the creative arts and the 
cultural industries” – see Hartley 2005 at 6. Along similar lines, see also Neuwirth 2008 at 242 ff; 
UNCTAD 2008 at iii-iv; Towse 2011 at 125 ff; European Competitiveness Report (2010) at 11; 
Green Paper on Unlocking the Potential of Cultural and Creative Industries (2010), at 5-6. 

141 Some countries vest authorship and/or initial ownership in legal persons in some situations (e.g., in 
the framework of an employment contract). For a more detailed explanation of initial authorship and 
ownership, see Goldstein & Hugenholtz 2010 at 245 ff. 

142 See e.g. Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, comment 3.1.1. to Article 3; Rental Rights Directive, 
Recital 18; Explanatory Memorandum to the Database Proposal, Part 1, paragraphs 3.1.11 and 4.2.1.; 
Term of Protection Directive, Recital 5; Explanatory Memorandum to the Information Society 
Proposal, chapter 2.1. and Information Society Directive, Recital 10. 
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or “right owner” is common as well.143 Some legislative documents further stress 
the need to set that protection at a high level.144  

It is also noticeable that some concrete measures are specifically aimed at 
protecting authors and performers in particular. Many if not all of those protective 
measures have the same basis, which is to secure income to, or in any case reward, 
authors and/or performers. The aim of rewarding them is expressly recognized 
throughout the acquis.145A case in point is the Rental and Lending Rights Directive, 
which introduced an unwaivable remuneration right for authors and performers.146 
As the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal makes clear, this remuneration right is 
different from the exclusive rental right itself and it guarantees that “at the end of 
the day authors and performing artists actually obtain an adequate share.”147  
 The Resale Right Directive is another example. It provides for a right to a share 
in the successive sales of an original work of graphic or plastic art. According to the 
Resale Right Proposal, eleven of the then fifteen Member States recognized the 
resale right in principle, but only eight really applied it in practice.148 It is 
particularly significant that the Directive allows Member States to apply the resale 
right to sales where the price is lower than the threshold established in the Directive 
“so as to promote the interests of new artists.”149 This appears to stand for a goal of 
protecting the individual authors, and in this case even internal market 
considerations give in to that protection.150 

143 See e.g. Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 43; 
Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Recitals 7 and 11; Explanatory Memorandum to the Satellite 
and Cable Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 57; Satellite and Cable Directive, Recital 5; Explanatory 
Memorandum to the Term of Protection Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 60; Database Directive, Recitals 
26 and 33; Information Society Directive, Recital 35, 44, 47 and 59;  Orphan Works Directive, 
Recitals 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20. 

144 Satellite and Cable Directive, Recital 24; Term of Protection Directive, Recitals 10 and 11; 
Information Society Directive, Recital 9. The CJEU came to confirm that the Information Society 
Directive has the aim of introducing a high level of protection for authors in case C-5/08 – Infopaq, 
at 40 and in case C-393/09 – BSA, at 54. 

145 See e.g. Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 7; 
Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Recitals 7 and 15; Explanatory Memorandum to the Satellite 
and Cable Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 4; Satellite and Cable Directive, Recitals 5 and 25; 
Explanatory Memorandum to the Term of Protection Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 49; Explanatory 
Memorandum to the Resale Right Proposal, paragraph I.4. The CJEU also established the link 
between protecting authors and “enabling them to receive an appropriate reward for the use of their 
works” – see Case C-5/08 – Infopaq, at 40. Further, the Court has stated repeatedly that one of the 
objectives of the Rental and Lending Rights Directive is to guarantee that authors and performers 
receive an adequate income (see case C-200/96 – Metronome Musik, at 22; case C-36/05 – 
Commission v. Spain, at 26; and case C-175/05 – Commission v. Ireland, at 20). 

146 Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Recital 15 and Article 4. 
147 Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, comment 3.1.2. to Article 3. 
148 Explanatory Memorandum to the Resale Right Proposal, paragraph I.6. 
149 Resale Right Directive, Recital 22. 
150 See Explanatory Memorandum to the Resale Right Proposal, paragraph V.8: “The Commission 

considers it appropriate that Member States should be given the option of applying the artist’s resale 
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 On the other hand, moral rights – which are rights that traditionally have a strong 
link to the author as an individual151 – have so far been left outside of the 
harmonization program. Several directives expressly state that moral rights are 
outside of their scope.152 

In addition to measures directed specifically at benefiting the individual authors 
and performers, some directives expressly mention several categories of right 
holders, making it clear that such measures aim at benefiting both the industry and 
the individual creators. For instance, the Rental and Lending Rights Directive refers 
jointly to authors, performers and producers, stressing the “increasingly important 
role” that rental and lending rights have for all of them.153 The Directive also 
mentions that harmonization is a way to make “creative, artistic and entrepreneurial 
activities” easier to pursue.154 In similar terms, the Satellite and Cable Proposal also 
stresses that the Directive is intended to make it easier for performers, producers of 
phonograms, broadcasting organizations and cable operators to work in a single 
audiovisual area.155 

Moreover, many directives establish concrete measures to the benefit of the 
umbrella category of right holders. It is the case, for instance, of the Term of 
Protection Directive, which sets the duration of copyright at 70 years after the death 
of the author (the longest term of protection available within the EU Member 
States),156 and the duration of related rights at 50 years from the relevant event 
(which, in the case of performers, is the date of the performance).157 Directive 
2011/77/EU, amending the Term of Protection Directive, reinforces the protection 
of performers, producers of phonograms and producers of the first fixation of a film 
by extending the period of protection from 50 to 70 years. Importantly, there were 
no internal market needs in the case of this latter Directive, as the first Directive on 
the Term of Protection had already harmonized the duration of the rights. The 

right from a threshold lower than the Community threshold, despite the fact that this derogation is 
not a unifying factor.” Nevertheless, Recital 22 of the Directive clarifies that “given the small 
amounts involved, this derogation is not likely to have a significant effect on the proper functioning 
of the internal market.” 

151 On the significance of moral rights to the author as an individual, see Rigamonti 2010 at 355 ff and 
Lucas & Lucas 2001 at 307. 

152 Term of Protection Directive, Recital 21; Database Directive, Recital 28; Information Society 
Directive, Recital 19. Note however that, as pointed out by Walter & von Lewinski 2010 at 1472-
1474, some substantive provisions – notably, Article 6 paragraph 2(b) of the Database Directive and 
Article 5 paragraph 3(a), (c), (d) and (f) of the Information Society Directive – show some concern 
for the moral right to claim authorship by mandating that the exercise of some exceptions be 
accompanied by an indication of the source. 

153 Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Recital 4. 
154 Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Recitals 8 and 9. 
155 Explanatory Memorandum to the Satellite and Cable Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 54. Along similar 

lines, see also paragraphs 57-60, 62 and 64. 
156 See Term of Protection Directive, Recital 11 and Article 1. 
157 See Recital 10 and Article 3 paragraph 1 of the Term of Protection Directive. 
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amending Directive had protection goals, namely concerning performers, as is 
expressly recognized in many of its Recitals.158 

The problem, however, is that the duration of copyright and related rights is 
established regardless of who the owner of the rights actually is. This makes it 
difficult to assess whether an extension of the term of protection benefits individual 
creators or the industry (or both). For example, it has been pointed out that, in 
practice, many authors and performers assign their rights to industries such as 
publishers or record producers,159 in which case a lengthy protection or extensions 
thereof would benefit creators only in so far as the assignment or transfer is made 
against the payment of a fee; the industries, however, would arguably benefit more 
than the actual creators.160 In other words, in the absence of regulation of contracts, 
such measures reinforcing the positive rights might be directed at primarily 
benefiting industries and not the individual creators. Because contractual practice 
might dictate who the ultimate beneficiary of legislation is, this type of authors’ and 
performers’ protection has to be taken with a grain of salt.161 

The lack of regulation of the relationship between creators and industry is a 
factor that also influences the protection of authors and performers even in cases 
where rights are originally granted to them. So, for instance, the exclusive rights 
given to authors and performers in the Information Society Directive, which are 
admittedly broad,162 can freely be transferred or assigned (as is expressly 
recognized by the Directive itself).163 As a result, aims of protecting authors and 
performers might lose strength and should in any case be seen against contractual 
practice. The same argument is applicable in the context of the Rental and Lending 
Rights Directive, which grants to performers the exclusive rights of fixation, 
reproduction, broadcasting, communication to the public and distribution.164 The 
Directive contains no rules dealing with the assignment or transfer of such rights. 

Moreover, it should be recalled that the notion of authorship is not harmonized, 
which means that rights originally granted to “authors” can end up benefiting, not 

158 See Directive 2011/77/EU (Term of Protection Amending Directive (2011)), Recitals 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 
12 and 14. 

159 See, e.g., Von Lewinski 1992 at 787-790; Klass et al. 2008 at 586-588. Brownsword 1998 at 311; 
Vahrenwald 1996 at 332-334. 

160 CUP 2008 at 2; van Eechoud et al. 2009 at 213 ff.; Gowers 2006 at 51; Geiger 2009 at 78-79. 
161 See however the three provisions in Term of Protection Amending Directive that balance out the 

advantage of producers vis-à-vis performers: the “use it or lose it” clause, allowing performers to re-
gain control over their performances (Recital 8 and newly introduced Article 3 paragraph 2a); the 
unwaivable remuneration right granted to performers in case of transfer or assignment of rights 
against a one-off payment (Recitals 11 and 12 and newly introduced Article 3 paragraph 2b); and the 
“clean slate” provision, preventing producers from making any deductions from the contractual 
royalties during the extended term (Recital 14 and newly introduced Article 3 paragraph 2e). 

162 Information Society Directive, Recitals 21 and 23. 
163 Information Society Directive, Recital 30. 
164 Rental and Lending Rights Directive, Recital 11. See also Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental 

and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 10. 
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the individual creator, but the legal person who is deemed the initial author under 
some national laws.165 
 Finally, rules on the reciprocity of treatment vis-à-vis non-Member States also 
show a concern for the protection of EU authors and/or performers. Contrary to the 
principle of national treatment, which requires a country to grant foreigners the 
same treatment as it does to nationals,166 reciprocity normally amounts to a country 
conferring to foreigners the same rights only to the extent that their country of 
origin affords the same treatment to that country’s nationals. The ability of the EU 
legislator to introduce reciprocity rules is limited, since international treaties to 
which either the EU, its Member States, or both, are parties, use national treatment 
as a rule and only allow reciprocity in limited cases.167 Nevertheless, where 
international treaties give such leeway to parties, reciprocity clauses act as 
protective measures. In the case of the EU, reciprocity can thus place EU creators 
on equal footing with non-EU ones, often serving as a form of pressuring third 
countries to enact similar rules. As a result of reciprocity rules, non-EU authors and 
performers have the same rights as EU nationals only to the extent that those third 
countries give the same treatment to EU authors and performers. The acquis has 
reciprocity clauses in the Term of Protection Directive,168 the Resale Right 
Directive169 and the Database Directive,170 the first two being of relevance to 
authors and performers (as the reciprocity clause in the Database Directive relates 
to the sui generis right of the database maker, and therefore benefits the industry 
rather than the individual creator). 

2.4.2. CONTENT INDUSTRIES 

The legislative history of copyright in the EU reveals that the protection of the 
interests of content industries has been a very prominent part of the EU’s policy 
agenda. The term “content industries” is used here in a broad sense: these are 

165 On the lack of harmonization of the concept of authorship, see generally Quaedvlieg 2012 at 197-
232, noting however that the approach of the Computer Programs Directive (2009) (Article 2 
paragraph 1) and the Database Directive (Article 4 paragraphs 1 and 2) shows a preference for 
allocating authorship to the original creators. 

166 On the principle of national treatment, see at length Ricketson & Ginsburg 2006 at 295 ff and von 
Lewinski 2008 at 99-116, 191-203, 276-280, 440-447. 

167 It is the case, notably, of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works 
(“Berne Convention”), the Rome Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of 
Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations (“Rome Convention”), the Agreement on Trade-
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (“TRIPS Agreement”), the WIPO Copyright Treaty 
(“WCT”) or the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (“WPPT”). 

168 Recitals 22-23. See also the explanation of these Recitals in the Explanatory Memorandum to the 
Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 60. 

169 Recital 29. 
170 Recital 56.  
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industries that contribute in some way (e.g., financially) to the creative process, 
such as record companies, publishers, database companies or producers of 
phonograms and films.  

Similar to what happens with authors and performers, the main rationale for 
protecting the interests of content industries is securing them income and the return 
on investment. Examples abound in the acquis.171 However, the interests of content 
industries may or may not run parallel to the ones of authors and performers. On the 
one hand, as mentioned in the previous section, many provisions in the acquis 
group the protection of content industries with those of individual creators as a 
common goal. Several directives refer to the need to have a high level of protection 
for both individual creators and creative industries.172 Therefore, part of the 
protective measures mentioned in the previous section are applicable to the goal of 
protecting content industries as well. More than that, the individual creators are 
traditionally the weaker party in contracts that they enter into with industry, and 
there is no regulation of such contracts in the acquis.173As a result, it can be argued 
that several measures that protect the interests of authors and performers, be it 
together with content industries or even in cases where protection is granted to 
authors and performers only, end up benefiting, for the most part, the interests of 
the industry. For instance, the Term of Protection Directive, as already described, 
sets the duration of copyright at 70 years p.m.a., independently of who the right 
owner actually is. Since many creators transfer or assign their rights to content 
industries, lengthy terms of protection might be more favourable to the latter than to 
the former, depending on the contractual arrangements specific to each case.174 
Moreover, the Term of Protection Proposal refers expressly to industry protection, 
stressing the need to safeguard the investment of certain sectors in the publication 
or creation of works, giving as an example the publishing of difficult or serious 
musical works.175 
 On the other hand, the acquis has separate measures the aim of which is to 
protect industry interests alone, i.e., independently of authors and/or performers. 
Two examples of this stand out. The first is the Computer Programs Directive, 

171 Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 7; Rental 
and Lending Rights Directive, Recital 7; Explanatory Memorandum to the Satellite and Cable 
Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 4; Satellite and Cable Directive, Recitals 5 and 25; Explanatory 
Memorandum to the Term of Protection Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 49; Information Society 
Directive, Recitals 10 and 35; Orphan Works Directive, Recital 18. 

172 Satellite and Cable Directive, Recital 24; Term of Protection Directive, Recitals 10 and 11; 
Information Society Directive, Recital 9. 

173 There are some imperative norms in the acquis that apply to existing contracts – such as the 
unwaivable remuneration right of performers in case of transfer or assignment of rights against a 
one-off payment, established by Term of Protection Amending Directive –, but these do not regulate 
the substantive provisions of such contracts. See also footnote 161 above. 

174 See however the three provisions in Term of Protection Amending Directive mentioned in footnote 
161 above, that give some leverage to performers. 

175 Explanatory Memorandum to the Term of Protection Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 49. 
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which grants copyright protection to computer programs as literary works.176 
Recitals 2 and 3 of the Directive stress the investment needed to develop computer 
programs, and how these play an “important role in a broad range of industries.” 
These ideas are further developed in the Computer Programs Proposal, which 
acknowledges the “size and growth of the computer industry.”177 The Proposal goes 
on to state that “protection must therefore be strengthened and made uniform 
throughout the Community as much in the interests of the specialized small and 
medium sized software firms (…) as in the interests of the existing major 
producers.”178Along similar lines, the Proposal also makes clear that differences 
between national regimes “may affect the growth of the Community software 
industry.”179 

The choice of protection to be granted was not entirely straightforward when the 
debate around computer programs and their protection started. Opinions as to the 
preferred form of protection were not unanimous: some commentators, from both 
the EU and the US, viewed the protection of software by copyright as a mistake.180 
The Computer Programs Proposal reflects this conflict. It discusses other forms of 
intellectual property protection and their adequateness.181 However, the advantages 
and drawbacks of each form of protection are mainly presented from the point of 
view of effectiveness of protection for right holders of computer programs, rather 
than focusing on other policy goals.182 This indicates that the protection of the 
computer industry was indeed a fundamental driver.183 

The second example of a clear objective to protect industry interests is the 
Database Directive. It creates a sui generis right for makers of databases, so long as 
the database maker has made a substantial investment in either the obtaining, 
verification or presentation of the contents of the database.184 This sui generis right 
is not a copyright but it can be argued that, due to its purpose to protect investment, 
it is similar to certain neighbouring rights (namely those of film and phonogram 
producers).185 

The database makers are defined as those who “take the initiative and the risk of 
investing”186 - a definition more closely related to industry than to any notion of 

176 See Computer Programs Directive, Article 1 paragraph 1. 
177 Explanatory Memorandum to the Computer Programs Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 1.2. 
178 Explanatory Memorandum to the Computer Programs Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 1.3. 
179 Explanatory Memorandum to the Computer Programs Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 5.4. 
180 See Samuelson 1984 at 732 ff; Soltysinski 1990 at 15ff; Toeniskoetter 2005 at 65, 75 ff. 
181 Explanatory Memorandum to the Computer Programs Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 3. 
182 See in particular Explanatory Memorandum to the Computer Programs Proposal, Part 1, paragraphs 

3.2. to 3.4.  
183 Clearly endorsing this view, see also Vandenberghe 1989 at 409: “The Proposal overemphasises the 

interest of the maker/owner to the disadvantage of the competitor and the user.” 
184 Database Directive, Article 7 paragraph 1. 
185 Goldstein & Hugenholtz 2010 at 239 ff. The authors point out that some countries transposed the sui 

generis right as a special neighbouring right. 
186 Database Directive, Recital 41. 
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creation. The Directive highlights in several Recitals the investment in making a 
database and the importance of its protection, putting in evidence the objective of 
protecting the European database industry as a sector of growing economic 
importance.187 This goal was also expressly recognized by the Evaluation Report of 
the DG Internal Market and Services, whose aim was namely to assess whether the 
policy goals of the Directive had been achieved.188 

The protection of the database industry as a policy goal also clearly results from 
the Opinion of the Commission on the European Parliament Amendments to the 
Council’s Common Position (1996), where it is stated that one of the objectives of 
the proposal for a Directive is “to introduce a new economic right, a sui generis 
right protecting the substantial investments associated with the production of 
databases.189 Similarly, the case law of the CJEU confirms that the protection of the 
investment of database makers is one of the objectives of the Database Directive.190 
  Other less explicit examples of the objective of protecting content industries are 
scattered throughout the acquis. Recital 4 of the Information Society Directive 
refers specifically to content industries, linking harmonization to the promotion of 
“substantial investment in creativity and innovation”, which “will lead in turn to 
growth and increased competitiveness of the European industry, both in the area of 
content provision and information technology.” 

Furthermore, the Rental and Lending Rights Directive attempts to secure the 
interests of content industries by establishing a rebuttable presumption of 
assignment of rights from performers to film producers.191 This is based on the 
respective Amended Proposal, as a response to the “concerns of the film industry” 
and due to “considerations of practicability.”192 The Rental and Lending Rights 
Proposal also points out that it is “necessary that an industry of cultural products, 
which would be competitive throughout the Community and throughout the world, 
should be created.”193The Directive therefore grants certain neighbouring rights to 
content industries, such as phonogram and film producers.194 

187 See Recitals 7 to 12, 39, 40-44 and 48 of the Database Directive. The Explanatory Memorandum to 
the Database Proposal contains the same arguments – see in Part 1 paragraphs 1.2.; 1.4.; 2.2.11.; 
3.2.8.; 4.1.1.; 4.2.10.; and 7.1.5. 

188 Report on the Database Directive (2005), at 3 and 6. 
189 Opinion of the Commission on the European Parliament Amendments to the Council’s Common 

Position (1996), at 2, paragraph 2. 
190 See Case C-203/02 – BHB v. William Hill, at 30 and 45; Case C-46/02 – Fixtures Marketing I, at 33; 

Case C-338/02 – Fixtures Marketing II, at 23; Case C-444/02 – Fixtures Marketing III, at 39; Case 
C-304/07 – Directmedia Publishing, at 33. 

191 See Recital 19 of the Rental and Lending Rights Directive. The same presumption is also applicable 
in the context of the Satellite and Cable Directive – see Recital 26 of the Satellite and Cable 
Directive. 

192 See Rental and Lending Rights Amended Proposal, at 2, (c). 
193 Explanatory Memorandum to the Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 1. 
194 See Articles 7 to 9 of the Rental and Lending Rights Directive. 
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 Finally, just as in the case of authors and performers, reciprocity clauses also 
play a role in defending industry interests. The relevant reciprocity clauses for 
industry purposes are found in the Term of Protection Directive, which inter alia 
applies the reciprocity clause to the term of protection of rights of phonogram 
producers,195 and in the Database Directive, where reciprocity is valid in relation to 
the right of the database maker to prevent unauthorized extraction and/or re-
utilization of the contents of the database.196 

2.4.3. INTERMEDIARIES 

A third interest that the EU copyright legislation has regularly aimed at protecting is 
that of intermediaries, which are content-carriers rather than content-generators or 
content-supporters. These are actors that do not play a central role in the creation of 
content. Instead, they typically convey copyright content from the right holder to 
the end user. Included in this category are ISPs, broadcasting organizations, cable 
operators and telecommunications companies, but also, to a certain extent, 
museums or public libraries. 
 The protection of intermediaries is of a negative nature, in the sense that it is 
usually done not by granting those industries positive rights, but instead by ensuring 
that the positive rights of others (e.g., copyright and neighbouring rights owners) do 
not stand in the way of their intermediary activities. In other words, one of the goals 
of the EU legislator was to protect the interests of certain intermediaries by making 
it easier for them to perform their activity without infringing any copyrights or 
related rights.  

Nevertheless, some intermediaries do have positive rights. This is the case for 
broadcasting organizations, which are granted rights over their broadcasts. The 
Rental and Lending Rights Directive, for example, grants broadcasters a fixation 
right, a reproduction right, rights of rebroadcasting and communication to the 
public, and a distribution right (see Articles 7 to 9 of that Directive). However, this 
bestowal of positive rights is done while considering that broadcasting 
organizations are also neighbouring rights holders. Broadcasters act as 
intermediaries, but in this case they also have rights over specific content (their 
broadcasts). They are therefore right owners and intermediaries at the same time. 
As clarified in the methodology section, only intermediaries stricto sensu will be 
considered here. Where a stakeholder – such as broadcasters – has more than one 
role in the realm of copyright, only their intermediary activities will be referred to. 

Taking into consideration the definitions of intermediaries and their respective 
protection, there are three Directives in the acquis that aim specifically at securing 

195 Term of Protection Directive, Recital 23 and Article 7 paragraph 2. 
196 Database Directive, Recital 56.  
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their interests: the Satellite and Cable Directive, the Information Society Directive 
and the Orphan Works Directive. 
 The Satellite and Cable Directive deals in particular with broadcasting 
organizations and cable network operators. The Directive intends to facilitate their 
activities by simplifying licensing procedures.197 

In relation to cable operators, this is done by establishing a system of 
compulsory collective management for cable retransmission rights.198 Recital 10 
refers to the legal uncertainty that cable operators have to face due to lack of 
harmonization, as they could not be sure that they had actually acquired all the 
rights involved in a retransmission (the adverse effects of such legal uncertainty on 
the cable operators’ activity is discussed at length in the Explanatory Memorandum 
to the Satellite and Cable Proposal, paragraphs 40 and 42).  

In what concerns broadcasting organizations, the Directive introduces a rule 
whereby the act of communicating a copyright work to the public by satellite is 
deemed to have occurred in the country where the program-carrying signal was 
introduced (the so-called “country of origin rule”).199 This means that satellite 
broadcasters only need to obtain licenses from the copyright owners in the country 
of origin (i.e., the country of uplink). 
 The Information Society Directive, on the other hand, emphasizes how 
harmonization will “foster substantial investment in creativity and innovation, 
including network infrastructure (…) and will lead in turn to growth and increased 
competitiveness of the European industry, both in the area of content provision and 
information technology.”200  
 Recital 27 of the Directive exempts intermediaries from potential infringement 
of the right of communication to the public. It is directed at any intermediary that 
provides the physical facilities where a communication to the public is carried out. 
The Recital protects intermediaries in general by reducing the scope of the right: the 
provision of such facilities for enabling or making a communication are outside of 
the definition of communication to the public.201 

But the Directive protects specific types of intermediaries as well, namely 
broadcasters and ISPs. Recital 26 encourages the negotiation of collective licensing 
agreements to facilitate the clearance of rights by broadcasters; and Recital 33, in 
tandem with article 5 paragraph 1, exempts temporary reproductions such as 

197 See Recital 33 of the Directive and Explanatory Memorandum to the Satellite and Cable Proposal, 
Part 1, paragraphs 54 and 64. 

198 See Articles 9 and 10 and Recital 28 of the Directive. 
199 See Articles 1 paragraph 2(b) and 2 of the Directive. 
200 Recital 4. 
201 This Recital is in line with the Agreed Statement on Article 8 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty 

(“WCT”), which provides that the provision of physical facilities for enabling or making a 
communication does not in itself amount to communication within the meaning of the WCT or the 
Berne Convention. As noted by Ficsor 2002 at 509, this Agreed Statement was included “as a result 
of an intense lobbying campaign for non-governmental organizations representing Internet service 
providers and telecommunication companies.” 
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browsing and caching to the benefit of ISPs, provided inter alia that the 
intermediary does not modify the information – which highlights the difference 
between content industries and intermediaries.202 

Finally, the Orphan Works Directive recognizes the role that publicly accessible 
libraries, educational establishments and museums, as well as archives, film or 
audio heritage institutions, play in the “preservation and dissemination of European 
cultural heritage.”203The Directive intends to “ensure legal certainty” with respect to 
the use that these organizations make of orphan works,204 such use amounting to 
conveying those works to the public (therefore being an intermediary-type of 
activity). For that purpose, the Directive establishes two main lines of action: first, 
it regulates the circumstances under which a copyright work can acquire the orphan 
work status. The conditions include the need to perform a diligent search for the 
right holders of the work or phonogram,205although some measures are set forth to 
avoid that search being too cumbersome for the intermediaries.206 Second, the 
Directive defines the use that the latter can make of orphan works, which come 
down to reproducing and making them available to the public, so long as such use 
fulfils their public interest missions.207 Still to the benefit of this type of 
intermediaries, the Directive allows them to generate revenues from the use of 
orphan works and to conclude agreements with commercial partners for the 
digitisation and making available to the public of orphan works, even if such 
agreements include financial contribution by those partners.208 

2.4.4. END USERS 

The fourth interest inherent to the EU legislative activity is the one of end users, 
who utilize or consume copyright works.  
 The protection of the interests of end users is also done by restricting the rights 
of others – it is therefore a negative protection as well. Copyright is traditionally 
more concerned with protecting right holders and/or creators of works. Probably 
because of that, references to the objective of protecting the end users of those 
works are relatively scarce. The ones that do exist reveal the aim of protecting end 
users’ interests vis-à-vis right holders’ interests. Hence, the policy goal of 

202 Recital 33 states that the intermediary shall not “modify the information [nor] interfere with the 
lawful use of technology,” while Article 5 paragraph 1 only exempts the acts of reproduction made 
by intermediaries if those are transient, essential to the technological process and have as their sole 
purpose to enable a transmission between third parties or a lawful use.  

203 Orphan Works Directive, Recital 1. 
204 Orphan Works Directive, Recital 9. 
205 Orphan Works Directive, Recital 13. 
206 Orphan Works Directive, Recitals 15 and 16. 
207 Orphan Works Directive, Recital 20. 
208 Orphan Works Directive, Recitals 21 and 22. 
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protecting the interests of end users often manifests itself in the form of limitations 
or exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner. 
 This policy goal is visible mainly in the Computer Programs Directive, the 
Database Directive, the Information Society Directive and the Orphan Works 
Directive.  The Computer Programs Proposal advances that “certain rights to use 
the property” should not require authorization by the right holder.209The Amended 
Proposal, following the European Parliament’s suggestions, further reinforces the 
position of end users, by allowing them to perform certain acts without prior 
permission (e.g., the making of back-up copies of a computer program).210  

The Computer Programs Directive reflects these concerns for the end users’ 
position. It grants a “limited exception” to allow the “reproduction technically 
necessary for the use” of the program by the “lawful acquirer.”211 Furthermore, 
some exceptions favouring the end users are supplemented by their mandatory 
status, which means that they cannot be overridden by contract.212 This is referred 
to in the original Proposal, which elucidates that the balance of power between 
producers and users may not allow the latter to enjoy equitable conditions, being 
therefore necessary to put forth “basic principles of protection.”213 

The Database Proposal, on the other hand, stresses that users should be “able to 
use the contents [of the database] for their own private purposes.”214 The Database 
Directive refers to the “lawful user”, who should be allowed to benefit from certain 
exceptions to both copyright and the sui generis right.215 Similar to the Computer 
Programs Directive, some exceptions are made mandatory and cannot be 
overridden by contract.216 

The Information Society Directive also tries to safeguard the position of end 
users by introducing some exceptions or limitations to the exclusive rights in its 
Article 5. In particular, it exempts certain temporary acts of reproduction217 and 
private copying.218 Furthermore, it protects the end user where the right holder 
employs technological protection measures and rights-management information 
systems. On the one hand, Recital 51 states that Member States should ensure that 
the beneficiaries of exceptions or limitations are provided with means of benefiting 

209 Explanatory Memorandum to the Computer Programs Proposal, Part 2, comment 5.1. to Article 5. 
210 Computer Programs Amended Proposal, at 7-8 (comments on Article 5). 
211 See Computer Programs Directive Recital 17. See also the explanation of this exception in Recital 

18. Although the concepts of “lawful acquirer” and “user” might not always coincide, there are cases 
where a lawful acquirer is also an end user. For further discussion on the differences between the two 
notions, see van Eechoud et al. 2009, at 114-116. 

212 Computer Programs Directive, Recital 26. 
213 Explanatory Memorandum to the Computer Programs Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 3.3. 
214 Explanatory Memorandum to the Database Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 5.3.7. See also Part 2, 

paragraph 8.5. 
215 Database Directive, Recitals 34, 35, 49 and 50. 
216 Database Directive, Recitals 34 and 49 and Article 15. 
217 Information Society Directive, Recital 33. 
218 Information Society Directive, Recitals 38 and 52. 
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from them when technological protection measures are used. On the other hand, 
Recital 57 requires rights-management information systems to incorporate privacy 
safeguards. 

Finally, the Orphan Works Directive shows some concern about the end users’ 
position by mentioning how the preservation and dissemination of the European 
cultural heritage benefits them: on the one hand, it brings advantages to certain 
categories of end users such as researchers and academics by “opening up new 
sources of discovery”;219 on the other hand, it underlines the need to foster cross-
border access of EU citizens to that cultural heritage.220 

2.5. Compliance with the international framework 

The compliance of EU copyright legislation with the international legal framework 
was also a goal of the EU legislator. This goal is characterized here in a narrow 
fashion. It includes only the cases where the compliance with the international 
framework was an a priori objective of the legislator or a reason that prompted the 
EU to act – for example, where it was necessary to carry out the implementation of 
international treaties.  

In the acquis there is only one directive that has the compliance with the 
international legal framework as an objective proper: the Information Society 
Directive. Recital 15 of that Directive sets clearly that one of its goals is to 
implement new international obligations brought by the WIPO Copyright Treaty 
(WCT) and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT). This was 
recognized at the outset in the original proposal by the Commission, which adds: 
“while the proposal originates in the internal market consultation exercise, it is in its 
present form closely linked to, if not based upon, international developments 
(…).”221 The Proposal further recognizes that “action at community level is 
necessary to comply with the obligations arising from the two new WIPO 
Treaties.”222 This was also acknowledged by the CJEU.223 

More importantly, the Proposal expressly states that it has a “twofold objective”: 
to harmonize certain aspects of copyright and related rights to ensure a genuine 
internal market; and to implement the obligations of the WIPO Treaties at 
Community level in parallel with the ratification of these Treaties by the 
Community.224 

219 Orphan Works Directive, Recital 1. 
220 Orphan Works Directive, Recital 23. 
221 See Explanatory Memorandum to the Information Society Proposal, Introduction, paragraph 5. 
222 Explanatory Memorandum to the Information Society Proposal, chapter 3.I.14. See also, along 

similar lines, chapters 3.II.8, 3.III.6 and 3.IV.5. 
223 Case C-456/06 – Peek & Cloppenburg, at 31. 
224 Information Society Proposal, at 50, paragraph 1. 
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However, in addition to the policy goal of complying with the international legal 
framework, the EU legislator has also tried to make copyright legislation in line 
with international treaties when pursuing other policy goals. This is shown in 
general by several references to the international copyright instruments. Such 
references often imply the need to be aligned with the international copyright 
framework and/or to avoid a conflict between the latter and EU legislation.225 

Moreover, specific international instruments are mentioned in several directives 
as a benchmark, again in the context of pursuing other policy goals. Directives and 
proposals mentioning the Berne Convention as a standard include the Term of 
Protection Directive,226 the Database Directive,227 the Information Society 
Proposal228 and the Resale Right Proposal.229 A similar technique of legislating 
according to international rules is applied in relation to the Rome Convention,230 the 
TRIPS Agreement,231 the WIPO treaties232 and even the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights.233 

2.6. Conclusion 

The policy goals explored in this Chapter are drawn from the legislative history of 
copyright in the EU. It is possible to derive some conclusions regarding the 
objectives of the EU in the field of copyright from that history and from the 
resulting policy goals, and how these relate to the functional competence of Article 
114 TFEU.  

225 See, e.g., Recital 15 of the Computer Programs Directive; Recital 10 of the Rental and Lending 
Rights Directive; Recital 24 of the Term of Protection Directive; Recital 44 of the Information 
Society Directive. 

226 Recital 14. The same reasoning is developed in the Explanatory Memorandum to the Term of 
Protection Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 31, and in the Term of Protection Amended Proposal, page 6, 
Article 5. 

227 Recitals 35 and 37. See also Explanatory Memorandum to the Database Proposal, Part 1, paragraph 
5.3.1. 

228 Information Society Proposal, comments on Article 5, paragraphs 8-10. 
229 Explanatory Memorandum to the Resale Right Proposal, V.1, and Resale Right Amended Proposal, 

I.4.a., I.4.b. and I.4.e. 
230 See Recital 19 of the Rental and Lending Rights Directive; Recital 26 of Satellite and Cable 

Directive; Recital 14 of the Term of Protection Directive. 
231 Explanatory Memorandum to the Database Proposal, Part 1, paragraphs 5.1.1. and 6.2., and 

Information Society Proposal, Part Two, comments on Article 8, paragraph 3. 
232 Information Society Proposal, chapter 4, comments on Article 5, paragraph 10, and comments on 

Article 10, paragraphs 2 and 3. 
233 See Rental and Lending Rights Proposal, Part Two, paragraph 2.1.3.: “the recognition of a rental and 

lending right specifically for authors and performing artists is in accordance with the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights which has been signed by all Member States and which guarantees 
explicitly in its Article 27 the intellectual property of creators in their works.” 
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 The results of the analysis carried out in this Chapter show a predominance of 
industry-protection objectives. The data gathered from the Directives alone 
(available in Table 2.1. above) provide sound evidence of such predominance from 
a quantitative point of view. The number of references to each one of the policy 
goals, taking the eight directives together and based on the data of Table 2.1., is 
displayed below: 
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  Figure 2.1. 

 
 
 

Figure 2.1. shows that the protection of content industries is the goal more 
commonly pursued (55 references), followed by the protection of authors and 
performers (46 references) and internal market-related goals (37 references). The 
total number of references in each category is of course only significant to a certain 
degree. Various factors may influence these results, such as the subject matter to be 
harmonized, the lack of regulation of copyright contracts and authorship rules, or 
the existence of a CJEU decision on the lack of harmonization that dispenses the 
legislator from demonstrating at length internal market needs. Also, the data refers 
solely to the original versions of directives, and therefore subsequent amendments 
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were not taken into account. This could alter the numbers slightly as well – for 
example, the Term of Protection Amending Directive had the protection of specific 
interests as a goal. Internal market needs were largely ignored.  

Nevertheless, even though the exact margins may vary, the results show a EU 
copyright legislation that is partly industry-influenced, while other players seem to 
have fallen behind. Importantly, individual creators are among the latter. This 
appears to be at odds with at least the natural right justifications for copyright, 
which place the author at the very centre and origin of copyright protection. 
 In addition, if the quantitative data is treated per category of goals, the results 
show a predominance of the protection of a specific interest (136 references) vis-à-
vis Treaty-related goals (58 references) - see Figure 2.2. below: 
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Figure 2.2. 

 
In short, the policy goals inherent to the copyright acquis relate more to protecting 
certain interests than to pursuing original Treaty-related objectives and, among the 
interests that EU copyright legislation has sought to protect, industry figures 
prominently. This scenario, it is submitted, shows that there is a normative gap in 
copyright lawmaking, since the protection of specific interests is not directly 
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grounded in Treaty norms. No rationalization of such protection is made according 
to the rule of law or the hierarchy of legal sources. Likewise, the hierarchy drawn in 
copyright legislation between the different interests does not derive from the 
Treaties either.  

The normative gap, in turn, is due to the functional character of Article 114 
TFEU, which is the main competence norm used to harmonize national copyright 
laws. By setting the building of an internal market as the objective of harmonization 
measures and leaving the choice of subject-matter to harmonize to the EU 
legislator, Article 114 does not give any indication regarding the normative content 
of harmonization measures. That normative content must be given by other Treaty 
norms or other sources of primary law. Because the EU legislator has not resorted 
to such sources, however, the lack of normative content of the competence norm 
has indeed resulted in a normative gap in the field of copyright. 

The evidence of a lack of normative guidance in copyright constitutes the basis 
for the next chapters, which will carry out the rationalization that will allow for 
providing normative content to the main competence norm. 
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